The neuromuscular junction represents a relevant substrate for revealing important biophysical mechanisms of synaptic transmission. In this context, calcium ions are important in the synapse machinery, providing the nervous impulse transmission to the muscle fiber. In this work, we carefully investigated whether intervals of spontaneous electrical activity, recorded in seven different calcium concentrations, conform Newcomb-Benford law. Our analysis revealed that electrical discharge of neuromuscular junction obeys the expected values for Newcomb-Benford law for first and second digits, while first-two digits do not perfectly follows the law. We next examined previous theoretical studies, establishing a relation between the law and lognormal and Weibull distributions. We showed that Weibull distribution is more appropriate to fit the intervals as compared to lognormal distribution. Altogether, the present findings strongly suggest that spontaneous activity is a base-scale invariant phenomenon.
Introduction
The neuromuscular junction (NMJ) is responsible for communicating electrical impulses from the motor neuron to the skeletal muscle, yielding muscular contraction [1] . The terminal formed by the NMJ constitute a well-studied case of chemical synapse. Facility of tissue extraction and stereotyped electrical response of nervous activity, represent some of the advantages of using NMJ in biophysical research.
Bernard Katz led most of the pioneering work on the mechanistic basis of neuromuscular transmission [2] . Making use of electrophysiological recordings, Katz and Fatt discovered spontaneous small subthreshold depolarization, called miniature end-plate potential (MEPP) [3] . These peculiar signals were further interpreted as due to a single vesicle fusion with the membrane terminal, configuring the vesicular hypothesis. Most importantly, NMJ emerged as an attractive substrate for combining mathematical modelling with empirical protocols. This enabled to elucidate several mechanisms involved in neurotransmitter transmission. For instance, studies revealed that MEPPs are no longer constant in size or temporal distribution. These investigations associated MEPPs occurrence as governed by Gaussian and Poisson statistics [4] . Curiously, Katz already had attempted to point out weaknesses in the Poissonian predictions. In fact, Poisson and Gaussian models, commonly used to access the quantal nature of neurosecretion, require uniformity and stationarity assumptions [5] . However, to take into account such noticeable deviation from the early studies, a more general mathematical structure for explaining MEPP firing dynamics was developed. This approach allowed to reveal scale invariance or fractality embedded in several NMJ preparations [6, 7, 8] .
In a previous work, we showed the existence of long-range correlations associated to MEPP discharge at the NMJ of mouse diaphragms [9] . We demonstrated that q-Gaussian distributions are more accurate in describing MEPP amplitudes as compared to the Gaussian function. These results suggest that spontaneous secretion of neurotransmitters exhibits scale invariance and long-range correlations. Furthermore, in two independent studies, Robinson and Van der Kloot used Gamma, Weibull and lognormal functions to examine MEPP amplitudes [10, 11] . In addition, two reports analysing chemical synapses from the brain, concluded that quantal statistics can be better understood by presuming Pascal and Weibull distributions, respectively [5, 12, 13] . On the other hand, other authors also advocate that the lognormal distribution is appropriate to study interbursts harvested from brain synapses [14, 15] . However, to our knowledge, Weibull statistics has not been applied to analyse MEPP intervals.
In living organisms, ions are responsible for mediating several physiological functions. Among many ionic species, one can highlight potassium, which is responsible for the resting membrane potential. In addition, sodium is crucial for triggering the action potential generation, while calcium ions ( 2+ ) deserve attention due to their vital function in triggering the neurotransmission, also acting as a second messenger in molecular signalling [16] . Since the discovery of MEPPs, systematic research has revealed how extracellular calcium concentration ([ 2+ ] ) modify their frequency. Yet, after invade the nerve terminal 2+ from extracellular ambient interacts with proteins within the synaptic terminal that are responsible for exocytosis. Manipulation of [ 2+ ] also allows the modulation of the degree of neuronal plasticity as a function of vesicular dynamics. Thus, the experimental protocol assuming [ 2+ ] modulation is a suitable manner to verify if machinery behind the MEPP time series follows the first digit phenomenon, also to study if Weibull or longonormal distributions are a more appropriate approach to adjust the MEPP intvervals.
The anomalous numbers law was pioneered and documented by the polymath Simon Newcomb in 1881, but only after 57 years were his observations revisited and popularised thanks to Frank Benford, who analysed different types of data [17, 18] . This intriguing numerical phenomenon is now known as Newcomb-Benford law (NBL). This counterintuitive law is among the several power or scaling laws found in many physical systems. In mathematical terms, the probabilities for occurrences of first digit are inferred by:
It is important to mention that second digit analysis has also been shown to be relevant in NBL validation. For example, Diekmann successfully identified that articles published in the American Journal of Sociology are well described by taking the second digit into account [19] . Also, Mebane argued that this digit is relevant for detection of election frauds. Probabilities for the appearance of a second digit are quantified by:
Although not frequently used, first-two digits analysis was applied by Nigrini and Miller to investigate accounts payable data and hydrometric statistics [20, 21] . Its functional form is presented below:
Beyond the heuristic formulation, rigorous mathematical descriptions have been proposed to explain why certain data conforms to the first digit phenomenon. For instance, Pinkham argued that if NBL obeys some universal distribution, then this law should be scale invariant to the units chosen [22] . In Physiology, relationships that depend on spatial invariance can have profound morphological implications, being documented in heart, lung and brain [23, 24, 25, 26] . In these schemes, if a certain data follows NBL, it must exhibit a base invariance profile [27] . Finally, Hill contributed with a rigorous statistical pillar, inserting the law as a branch of modern probability theory, showing that NBL is related to scale invariance [27] . In this sense, investigations have examined how closely a dynamical system fulfils NBL and how this law is remarkable for distinguishing noise from chaos [28, 29] .
Subsequent studies also showed a relationship between NBL and lognormal and Weibull distributions. According to Rodriguez, given certain conditions, datasets that conform to NBL also exhibit adjustments with a lognormal distribution [30] . On the other hand, Cuff et al. pointed out that given particular conditions, NBL is close to the Weibull distribution [31] . Motivated by these authors and by the lack of studies examining the statistics of MEPP intervals, we decide to assume both functions in our work. Among many confirmations in different fields, NBL was verified in physical constants, number of cells in colonies of the cyanobacterium, alpha decay half-lives, and fraud-detection [32, 33, 34, 35] . It is important mention that NBL is the only distribution that is not derived from stationary processes. This observation is particularly suitable in time series analysis from physiological data [28] . In Physiology, NBL confirmation involves dynamical transitions in cardiac models and brain electrical activity [36, 37] . Nevertheless, even though this law has been attested in different biological systems, it remains to be verified at the synaptic level. Thus, the 
Materials and Methods

Experimental data acquisition
The experimental procedures here adopted were approved by the Animal Research Committee (CEUA -UFC, protocol 130/2017). Roughly speaking, adult mice were euthanized by cervical dislocation, diaphragms were extracted and inserted into a physiological artificial fluid (Ringer solution). The following successive [ 2+ ] were used (mM): 0.6, 1. . In both solutions pH was adjusted to 7.4 after gassing with 95% O 2 -5% CO 2 . Tissues were left bathing in the solution for 30 minutes before the electrophysiological recordings began, minimizing the mechanic trauma of their extraction. Next, tissues were gently transferred to a recording chamber continuously bathed with artificial solution at = 24 ± 1 • . Standard intracellular recording technique was performed to monitor the frequency of spontaneous MEPP by inserting a micropipette at the chosen muscle fiber. We employed borosilicate glass microelectrodes with resistances of 8 -15 MΩ when filled with 3 M KCl in electrophysiological acquisitions. Strathclyde Electrophysiology Software (John Dempster, University of Strathclyde), R Language [38] , Origin (Origin-Lab, Northampton, MA), and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) were employed for electrophysiological acquisition and data analysis.
The experimental paradigm used here afforded a rigorous analysis, where 125,565 MEPP intervals were collected from 78 experiments, with the interval number varying between 213-4123 events. Table 1 brings a statistical summary taking into account each concentration. Figure 1 shows a representative segment from a typical recording in three [ 2+ ] . The statistical resume given by figure 2 attests that on average, when [ 2+ ] increases there is a rising in the MEPP discharge rate. In summary,beyond confirming results obtained in other studies, these control experiments guarantee a reliable analysis for all subsequent work [39] .
Generalized NBL
Despite displaying asymmetric distributions, a number of phenomena, apparently do not follow NBL. Examples corroborating observations include seismic activity, distribution of the Discrete Cosine Transform, quantized JPEG coefficients, and cognition experiments [40, 41, 42] . To overcome this problem, among the generalizations proposed by several authors, one can highlight the theoretical description introduced by Pietronero et al., mathematically described as below:
or by the differential equation: Solving eq. (5) results in an -logarithm:
= (1− ) ln + 1
According to eq. (7), defined as generalized NBL (gNBL), more frequent first digits than expected by NBL implies > 1, while < 1 means a first digit frequency below the predicted percentage. As expected, when = 1 NBL is fully recovered. Taking = 1 equation (7) is rewritten as:
From the approach developed by Pietronero, it is also possible to obtain expressions for the second digit:
One could consider gNBL probability for the first-two digits as follows:
normalized for each value. Table 2 shows each proportional frequency for the first and the second digits. 
Assessing conformity to NBL
An important issue in NBL analysis is to select a convenient statistical method for measuring statistical significance between empirical data and law predicted values. For instance, many investigators traditionally assume both 2 and tests, although both manifest the "excess of power" problem. Thus, to circumvent this effect, Nigrini and Kossovsky suggested the mean absolute deviation (MAD) and sum of squares difference (SSD), respectively [35, 43] . We decided to use both methods in order to enhance the robustness of our statistical analysis, avoiding misinterpretations or superficial conclusions. In this framework, the use of both MAD and SSD enabled Slepkov et. al to uncover NBL conformity in answers to every end-of-chapter question in introductory physics and chemistry textbooks [44] . Thus, in mathematical form, MAD is defined as:
where AP is the actual proportion and EP is the expect proportion. In addition, SSD is calculated with the following expression:
Once again, AP is the actual proportion and EP is the expected proportion. Table 3 presents the conformance range for MAD and SSD analysis.
Distribution fit to MEPP intervals
Briefly speaking, Weibull and lognormal distributions were fitted to histograms of MEPP intervals applying the method of the maximum likelihood for parameter estimation. The Weibull probability distribution function (pdf) is given by equation (13):
For > 0, and , ≥ 0. And the lognormal pdf is given by the following:
Where , > 0. The likelihood function is the joint probability density, associated with each distribution function, of n identically distributed and independent observations, 1 , ..., , where n is also the sample size. This function gives the probability that a set of observations is best described by a parameter set, 1 , ..., , from a pdf:
The maximum likelihood estimator for a parameter in the parameter set is given by:
or by maximizing the logarithm of the likelihood function (or log-likelihood function) [45] . We applied this method to find the parameters from Weibull and lognormal distributions with the highest probability of describing the data. After that, we selected the best model describing the data using, as criteria the Akaike Information Criterion:
where k is the number of parameters of the model to be selected, and the Bayesian Information Criterion [46] :
Results
Newcomb-Benford law results
The results summarized in tables 4 and 5, suggests that the MEPP interval generally follows NBL predictions. We adopted the mean value as a reference value to conclude the existence of conformity. Taling the average value as reference, experimental data studied with MAD and SSD, considering NBL for first and second digit, provided ambiguous results given by different conformance degrees. When assuming MAD, for first-two digits results, both NBL e gNBL pointed to non-conformities, while in analysis performed with SSD all data achieved at least a marginal conformity. Figure 3 presents a summary for statistical analysis, considering [ 2+ ] at physiological levels, showing both NBL e gNBL statistical descriptions. A visual inspection enables to observe an excellent agreement of experimental data and predicted values. According to our calculations, taking the first digit, gNBL gives a slightly better conformity for [ 2+ ] < 1.8 mM, while above this concentration (with exception of [ 2+ ] = 15 mM), both laws seem to perform equivalently. Moreover, NBL and gNBL are equivalent for second digit analysis, with exception of [ 2+ ] = 2.4 mM, which SSD pointed a better gNBL corformity. In summary, these findings show that MEPP time series follow the first and second digit phenomenon. On the other hand, experimental data followed the first-two digits proportions only when SSD was assumed or for [ 2+ ] ≥ 10 mM. These results suggest that MEPP time series does not perfectly conforms NBL or gNBL for first-two digits levels.
The assumption of gNBL gave values associated to each concentration. On average, for [ 2+ ] = 0.6 mM we obtained < 1, which can be attributed to smaller time series, since during low [ 2+ ] administration, the MEPP firing is attenuated. In contrast, [ 2+ ] = 1.8 mM provided = 1, showing that considering the standard deviation, at least in physiological concentrations, NBL analysis is fully accomplished. Furthermore, data for [ 2+ ] = (2.4 − 4.8) mM resulted ≠ 1 for the three digits analysis, showing that gNBL is more appropriate in both concentrations. Finally, [ 2+ ] = (10−15) mM gave ≅ 1, again demonstrating that NBL is suitable to investigate MEPP discharge at higher frequencies.
Distribution fitting results
We analysed a set of 78 electrophysiological recordings, verifying which distribution, Weibull or lognormal, best fitted those data. Applying both Akaike and Bayesian information criterion, we find that 76 recordings were best fitted by the Weibull distribution. The only exceptions were two recordings collected at [ 2+ ] = 1.2 mM and [ 2+ ] = 15 mM, respectively. A table with statistical data from fittings is presented in the supplementary material. Figure 4 shows interval histograms fitted by Weibull and lognormal distributions for three different [ 2+ ] . 
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Discussion
In the present work, successful application of NBL and gNBL strengthen previous evidences showing that MEPP dynamics is governed by scale invariance laws. To prudently tackle this problem, [ 2+ ] was adjusted in seven concentrations, where conformity with first, second, and first-two digit pattern was investigated. Our results strongly suggest that spontaneous secretion of neurotransmitters, in the mammalian diaphragm, obeys Benford's law predictions in a very satisfactory manner. It is important to highlight that a visual inspection of all experimental data already showed the typical asymmetric shape, characterized by a long tail and heavy skewness toward the smaller digits. Despite this common feature shared by all data, curiously certain recordings did not reach statistical conformity. This raised a question about what physiological reason could be associated with these unexpected findings. It is well known that membrane potential fluctuations impose changes in MEPP rate. In fact, membrane depolarizations increase, while hyperpolarization decreases the frequency of these events. Moreover, there is a 2+ oscillation within the synaptic terminal, which is modulated by the extracellular content of this ion [47] . Such oscillations will reflect in a periodical fluctuation of MEPP discharge as well, which could not only favours short intervals or, in NBL framework, smaller digits. In particular, the fluctuations described above also may be manifested in ≠ 1, attested by deviations observed from the classical NBL prediction. Although we indicate probable biological scenarios for observing nonconformity and deviations from the classical NBL in certain data, further studies are required to investigate this interpretation. Regulatory mechanisms for neurotransmitter releasing require a complex network of molecular cascades, being regulated by extracellular ions. Exocytosis rate may be exacerbated by increasing [ 2+ ] in the Ringer solution. According to our in vitro research, we did not observe a relation between [ 2+ ] and conformity level. From these observations, one can formulate: could in vitro results be extrapolated to in vivo conditions? Indeed, an important debate in electrophysiology concerns to question if electrical activity extracted from in vitro recordings corresponds to the in vivo conditions. Among the disadvantages we find that in vitro produce mechanical stress in tissues, introducing electrical artefacts and biochemical changes. On the other hand, this category also has many advantages such as the isolation of the tissue or cell, allowing easy local pharmacological manipulation, elimination of afferent contribution from other body areas, among others. For these reasons, isolated diaphragm tissue is also amenable to NBL verification when pH and temperature are locally modified. Many reports documented that electrical activity of synaptic terminals is dependent on thermal and acidification level [48] . Both parameters also govern MEPP frequency as well. An important physiological consequence of temperature elevation is the acceleration of the vesicular fusion rate, reflected in the MEPP frequency increment. In the future, we expect to expand this study in order to address how both physiological parameters may interfere in the NBL conformance.
The gradual increment in [ 2+ ] evoked the expected elevation of MEPP frequency, allowing us to verify the validity of NBL/gNBL for different sample size intervals or physiological conditions. This procedure uncovered cases where the statistical analysis gave different levels of conformity or did not even indicate conformity. Thus, our work revealed a rich statistical scenario. We had already pointed to a physiological substrate to explain the conformance heterogeneity. In mathematical terms, a complementary answer may be achieved reasoning around gNBL. In general, independently of the digit, using gNBL gave more frequent conformity than NBL. Due to this heterogeneous scenario, one can advocate that the best strategy for studying MEPP time series consists in adopting both NBL and gNBL in conjunction with MAD and SSD tests. We also recommend to consider performing a first, second, and first two-digits calculations in order to achieve a more careful conclusion.
A relationship is reported between NBL and long range correlation phenomenon described in terms of the nonextensive theory proposed by Tsallis [49] . In this framework, Shao and Ma carried out a theoretical study associating NBL in the nonextensive context. These authors stated that NBL confirmation in different systems is theoretically expected, at least, in systems obeying nonextensive statistics. Relative to NMJ, Silva et al. showed that MEPP histograms are better understood when adjusted with long tail functions, for instance, a q-Gaussian distribution [9] . Still according to this study, application of Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) also strengthened the scenario for the existence of long-range correlations in MEPP intervals. Since DFA allows detection of scale-invariance embedded in time series data, the present results merge with these previous reports. Yet, the relationship between NBL is well studied with other distribution functions such as lognormal and Weibull distributions [50] . Also motivated by their utility in neurophysiology, we decide to perform simulations assuming both functions. Our experimental preparation and theoretical design confirmed a theoretical study showing that Weibull distribution is the more suitable function than the lognormal distribution.The findings also represent an important empirical support in favour of a close relation between NBL and the Weibull function. Consequently, another important result, is that the Weibull distribution characterized the best statistical modelling for describing MEPP time series. Li offered an intrinsic plasticity model, demonstrating that the probability distribution of the neuronal firing is better explained using the Weibull distribution [51] . Along with this results, Weibull function also appeared as very useful statistics for investigating the neuronal firing of primary olfactory system and single locus coeruleus neurons [52, 53] . Our results reinforce the importance of Weibull statistics in the quantitative analysis in context of communication between nerve and muscle. Thus, a next step concerns to employ Weibull statistics to quantify the plasticity mechanisms at the diaphragm NMJ.
Finally, Bormashenko asked why NBL is frequently observed in statistical data [54] . According to his view, like NBL, many systems entropically governed are described by a logarithm dependence. This argument may explain why the first digit phenomenon is so frequently observed in different systems and conditions, including the results here described. It is worth mentioning that previous work, carried out in amphibian NMJ, also reported the intervals distribution described by a logarithmic behaviour [8] . Another intriguing question was also formulated by Lemons and Kossovsky, which asked why there are more small things in the world than large things [55, 43] . In keeping with these authors one can paraphrase: Why does short MEPP interval, given by the abundance of first digit, prevail among the other ones? In the NMJ diaphragm there are thousands of crowded vesicles, with a diameter of 50 nanometers, sharing a confined space. When combined, high density of vesicles and reduced spatial dimension, certainly favours a higher likelihood for vesicle fusion, corroborating for short MEPP intervals existence. Thus, NBL/gNBL descriptions represent an elegant methodology for assessing interesting features of the probabilistic nature of neurotransmission [56] . Furthermore, shorter intervals still represent a cellular mechanism to avoid receptor recruitment from the cellular membrane. Indeed, Saitoe et al. showed that absence of the glutamate receptor in Drosophila is directly related to lacking spontaneous transmitter release. Strengthening this reflection, McKinney et al. also demonstrated that miniature synaptic events are required in order to maintain dendritic spines in hippocampal slice. Prompted by these findings, one can hypothesize that base or scale invariance are important requisites in preventing the synapse collapse. Finally, the present results also reinforce that MEPP activity organizes itself in time as scale-invariant phenomenon. However, how exocytotic machinery can be orchestrated into a base/scale-invariant behaviour will be the focus of further research.
Concluding remarks
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work suggesting that spontaneous synaptic transmission obeys NBL. In addition, MEPP intervals showed conformity with the NBL independtly of [ 2+ ] . In this context, NBL remained valid in hypercalcemia and hypocalcemia conditions. We next showed that, when compared to lognormal distribution, Weibull statistics is more appropriate to adjust MEPP intervals from diaphragm electrophysiological recordings. We hope to extend the present research including both excitatory and inhibitory synapses in the brain. Moreover, it could also be relevant to examine a possible existence of the anomalous number phenomenon from NMJ of non-mammalian species and pathological tissues, such as during administration of toxins and drugs.
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The following table gives results regarding ample sizes, model selection criteria values (AIC -Akaike Information Criteria and BIC -Bayesian Information Criteria). It gives also adjusted model parameter values for the best fitted distribution. 
